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Abstract: This paper presents an alternative visual
authentication scheme with two secure layers for webportals. Security mechanism like authentication and
protection services is provided by passwords. According to
human tendency, picture passwords are easy to remember
then textual passwords. Hence this system provide two way
authentication factor which is based on recognition and
recall-based technique which is combination of graphical
as well as text password that offers advantage over existing
system and may be convenient for users. Shoulder surfing
attack and many other attacks on graphical passwords are
contrary to our scheme.
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I .INTRODUCTION
Computer Security contexts is important fundamental
component were user authentication is necessary. It
provides the support for access control and user liability
[2]. Although there are many types of user authentication
systems such as alphanumerical user name / passwords.
They are functional and accessible to implement and
handling.
To satisfy two contradictory requirements the
alphanumerical passwords are required. They have to be
easily remembered by a user, while they have to be hard to
guess by con artist [3]. Users are familiar to choose easily
guessable and brief text passwords, which are an easy target
of dictionary and brute-forced attacks [4, 5, 6]. Accomplish
a strong password policy sometimes leads to an opposite
reaction, as a user may resort to write his or her difficult-toremember passwords on sticky notes exposing them to
direct theft.
In research, several techniques have been recommended to
trim the limitations of alphanumerical password. One
recommended solution is to use an easy to remember long
phrases rather than a single word [7]. Another
recommended solution is to use graphical passwords, in
which graphics (images) are used rather than
alphanumerical passwords [8]. This can be getting by
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asking the user to select field from an image instead of
typing characters as in alphanumeric password approaches.
In this extended abstract, we recommended a two factor
authentication system such as text and graphical password.
The system combines text and graphical passwords trying
to achieve the best of both worlds.
II. REALTED WORK
Graphical password based authentication systems are
knowledge based system, which focuses on the fact that
human can memorize and recognize images more easily
than text password [1]. Graphical passwords are mainly
classified into: recall based (draw metric) scheme- based on
drawing or sketching shapes on screen, recognition
based(econometric) scheme-based on selecting some
known items from set of items and cued recall (loci
metric)schemes-based on selecting regions of a known
image.
III. PROJECT PROCESS AND TECHNIQUES
•

Recognition Base Techniques:
In these techniques some images are shown to the
user during registration. The user has to select some
images from the number of images. Afterwards as
name indicates for valid login user has to recognize
those preselected images in a correct sequence.

•

Recall Based Techniques:
In these techniques, user has to recall something
that has been created or selected during registration.
Recall-based
password
authentication
are
categorize in two parts:
1) Pure Recall Based Technique:
In this procedure, a user generates his password
without giving any clue or reminder.
2) Cued Recall Based Technique:
In the cued recall based technique, the image cues
the user. For example to click a set of option a set
of point on an image means hint and reminder help
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user to reproduce their passwords. Types of click
based graphical password techniques:
Pass Points (PP):
In pass point the password is based on ordered
sequence of three click-points on a pixel-based
image. Pass Points (PP) is a click-based graphical
password system. User must click within some
system-defined tolerance region for each click-point
at the time of login. Users remember their password
click-points through image.
Cued Click Points (CCP):
CCP was developed as an alternative click based
graphical password method where users select one
point per image for three images. The interface
displays only one image at a time; the image is
replaced by the next image as soon as a user selects
a click point. The click- point on the current image
The next image system determines the next image
to on the user's display based displayed to users is
based on a deterministic function of the point which
is currently selected. It now presents a one to-one.
Cued recall scheme where each image activate the
user's memory of the one click-point on that image.
Secondly, if a user enters wrong click-point during
login, the next image displayed will also be wrong.
Users who see an unaware image know that they
made an error with their previous click-point.
Conversely, this unexpressed feedback is not
helpful to an attacker who does not know the
expected sequence of images.
The token can be combined with an orientation of
image so that same image if presented at a different
angle will not be able to authenticate the user. So
not only the token but also the orientation of the
token presented is important. In the second pass
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more precise extraction of frames from live video
with accurate feature detection will be done.
Selecting sequence of frames from thousands of
frames will act as a password.
IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Let S be the system,
Where S = {I, F, O, DD, NDD, Success, Failure| I= Input |
F=function | O=Output |
DD=Deterministic Data| NDD=Non Deterministic Data}
NDD = {Search Input, Login}
DD = {User database}
Success:
1. Generation of destination profile for given destination
name.
2. Generation of accurate User name and password for
given destination.
3. Generation of suggested destinations.

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECHTURE
User registration process and User authentication process
are shown in above system architecture. In User registration
process user have to sign up and fill the information then
first set the text password and then set the graphical
password. To set graphical password user select pass point
in multiple images. In User authentication process user
login with user id and enter the text password if text
password is correct then select pass points of images for
graphical password. Verification of user id and password
from database if image selection is wrong then
authentication failed if image selection is correct then
authentication successful.
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Fig.1.System Architecture
VI. CONCLUSION
Proposed System is improving the security of
password by two factor authentications like text
password and integrating images. Two factor
authentications substantially increases protection to
shoulder-surfing attacks compared with existing
graphical password schemes. Providing Strong
Security through two factor authentication tackles
this problem by introducing a physical token into the
authentication process. This way, a two factor
authentication traditionally to a more secure
multifactor authentication method.
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